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The authors developed a new snow/ice albedo model (Bio-SNICAR) to investigate the
contamination effect of biological impurities in snow/ice. This is a powerful tool which
can be used to advance our understanding on biological influence on snow/ice albedo.
I have a short comment.

In radiative transfer modeling, the authors assumed spherical ice crystals and exter-
nal impurity-ice/snow mixing (if I understand correctly). However, recent studies have
found that ice/snow grain shape (Liou et al., 2014; Dang et al., 2016), ice/snow grain
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packing/aggregating (He et al., 2017), and impurity-ice/snow internal mixing (Liou et
al., 2014; He et al., 2017) have substantial impacts on albedo of clean and/or dirty
ice/snow. Therefore, all these factors could introduce uncertainty in estimates of impu-
rity effects on snow/ice albedo in the present manuscript. Could the authors add more
details in model descriptions regarding how they dealt with these issues and include
some additional discussions on these recent studies and issues?
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